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Hotel brands are increasingly squeezed by the metasearch dominance of online travel
agencies and Google, according to a new report by L2.

The Metasearch Insight Report argues that hotel brands must invest heavily in the big
metasearch players, TripAdvisor, Kayak and Google, in order to stay relevant. Brands
that gain top placement within these search engines see dramatic increases in Web site
traffic.

"Hotels, especially luxury hotels, are highly incented to invest in metasearch marketing
because the margin for business booked directly is much higher than for business booked
through OTAs," said Eleanor Powers, lead researcher of the report, New York.

"We are definitely seeing prestige brands increasing their focus and spend on
metasearch," she said.

L2's "Metasearch Insight Report: Prestige Hotels" illuminates the metasearch landscape to
help hotel brands understand the challenges they face and the opportunities available.
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A metasearch engine aggregates results from other search engines and prioritizes the
results. Brands that pay for placement will be highly visible, while brands that ignore the
engines will be hard to find.

Although consumers still visit OTAs and brand travel service Web sites more frequently,
metasearch engines are gaining ground.

According to PhoCusWright, more than a third of United States consumers and more than
half of Chinese consumers likely to book online use metasearch engines. Younger
consumers are also more likely to use metasearch sites.

PhoCusWright also determined that OTAs are winning the visibility battle on metasearch
engines.

In the coming years, it is  likely that consumers will flock to metasearch sites for
the breadth and ease of use they offer. If this happens, brands that are not "paying to play"
will cede substantial revenue to OTAs that, for survival's sake, seize upon trends when
they emerge.

The rulers

On TripAdvisor, brands are falling behind when it comes to booking options on property
pages. Although 42 percent of indexed brands appear as the featured provider on property
pages, they control just 6 percent of the total booking options, opening up a lot of space
for OTAs.

Mandarin Oriental and St. Regis both have more than double the top three booking slots
than the index average.

Mandarin Oriental Munich

Tripadvisor recently enabled mobile-direct booking on its app and mobile sites.

On Expedia-owned Kayak, a metasearch site that clocked 1.6 billion searches in 2013,
OTAs control 96.4 percent of booking listings, compared to 1.3 percent from hotel brands.
Four Seasons and Waldorf Astoria are among the least prominent brands on Kayak.

Google has been making serious moves in the metasearch arena, especially with its
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carousel feature. Now, when a consumer inputs a generic search such as "Hotels in New
York," they will be greeted with a carousel banner at the top of the page.

Google search results for "Hotels in New York"

Once again, the implications here are obvious. If brands want to capitalize on the evolving
consumer preference to book online, then metasearch investments must be made.

L2's broader hotel report depicts the increasingly complex digital landscape that hotel
brands must navigate and argues that digital proficiency is a major differentiating factor.
As travel firms, search engines and marketplaces pursue larger shares of the travel
market, hotels will be pressed to keep guests from defecting (see story).

"The general trend is for major OTA players to position themselves further down the
funnel," Ms. Powers said. "This presents both increased competition as well as
opportunities for prestige hotels.

"Prestige hotel brands can leverage their scale and brand to drive travelers directly to
brand sites for bookings at higher margins," she said. "The W Hotels which ranked #1 in
our Digital IQ for Prestige Hotels, is  a great example of a brand which has a rich desktop
site.

"The Raffles Hotels and Resorts is an example of a brand whose ratings and reviews have
translated into high search visibility on TripAdvisor. Hotel Indigo and MGM Resorts
International, have had success in maintaining high booking positions relative to other
brands for their properties on TripAdvisor."

Final Take
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